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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to methods for streaming content and to corresponding devices.

Background

[0002] In communication networks, such as cellular networks as specified by 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project)
it is known to use multicast or broadcast transmissions for the purpose of delivering streamed content to client devices.
For example, the content may be streamed on the basis of the MBMS (Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service) as
specified by 3GPP TS 23.246 V13.2.0 (2015-09).
[0003] The delivery using broadcast or multicast transmissions may be combined with deliver using unicast transmis-
sions. For example, unicast transmissions may be applied for file repair functionalities or for consumption reporting.
Further, unicast transmissions may also be used for the delivery of the content itself. For example, if a client device is
outside of a broadcast coverage region, the client device may utilize unicast transmissions for receiving the content.
[0004] Further, it is also known to switch between utilizing multicast transmissions or unicast transmissions depending
on reported consumption of the streamed content. In this way, unicast transmissions may be utilized for the delivery if
there is only a small number of client devices receiving the content, and multicast delivery may be utilized for the delivery
if the reported consumption exceeds a threshold. When initiating consumption reporting, a node referred to as BM-SC
(Broadcast Multicast Service Centre) may set a precision of the consumption reporting by specifying a periodicity at
which the client device performs consumption reporting and also a percentage of client devices which should perform
the consumption reporting, as for example described in 3GPP TS 26.346 V13.2.0 (2015-09), Section 9.4A.
[0005] However, in some scenarios the precision set by the BM-SC may result in unsatisfactory performance. For
example, if there are only a few client devices in a considered service area, the number of consumption reports may be
too low for accurately switching between unicast and multicast delivery. On the other hand, if there is a larger number
of devices in the service area, the same periodicity of consumption reporting may cause excessive traffic load and power
consumption by the reporting client devices.
[0006] EP 2 568 669 A1 describes control of content reporting according to a load condition and that a content reporting
frequency applied by a UE (user equipment) can be configured and modified by an SCF (Service Control Function).
[0007] WO 2012/175145 A1 describes control of content delivery to plural clients of a mobile communication network
and that a network entity of the mobile communication network collects geo information of the clients and evaluates the
geo information to determine whether the content delivery is to be adapted.
[0008] WO 2013/127423 A1 describes streaming of content to end nodes using a unicast mode or a multicast mode.
Based on a number of requests for a particular content, the streaming of this particular content is switched from the
unicast mode to the multicast mode.
[0009] Accordingly, there is a need for techniques which allow for efficiently reporting consumption of streamed content.

Summary

[0010] The present invention provides a method according to claim 1, a method according to claim 4, a node according
to claim 8 a client device according to claim 10 a computer program according to claim 11 and a computer program
according to claim 12 The dependent claims define further embodiments.
[0011] Details of such embodiments and further embodiments will be apparent from the following detailed description
of embodiments.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0012]

Fig. 1 schematically illustrates a communication network system for implementing streaming of content according
to an embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 2 shows an example of processes according to an embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 3 shows a further example of processes according to an embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 4 shows an example of a dependency of a reporting frequency on density of client devices as used in an
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embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 5 shows an example of a dependency of a sample percentage of reporting client devices on the size of a service
area as used in an embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 6 shows an example of a dependency of a reporting frequency on battery level of a client device as used in an
embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 7 shows a flowchart for schematically illustrating a method according to an embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 8 shows a flowchart for schematically illustrating a further method according to an embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 9 schematically illustrates a network node according to an embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 10 schematically illustrates a client device according to an embodiment of the invention.

Detailed Description of Embodiments

[0013] In the following, concepts in accordance with exemplary embodiments of the invention will be explained in more
detail and with reference to the accompanying drawings. The illustrated embodiments relate to streaming of content in
a communication network. The communication network is assumed to enable delivery of streamed content to one or
more client devices, using a multicast transmission mode (in the following also referred to as multicast delivery) or a
unicast transmission mode (in the following also referred to as unicast delivery). For this purpose, such client device
may be connected through a radio interface to the communication network. The radio interface may for example be
based on a cellular radio technology, e.g., the LTE technology. As used herein, the "multicast transmission mode" refers
to a transmission mode in which a single transmission is addressed to multiple recipients, which also includes the option
of broadcast transmission to all recipients in a certain coverage area. The multicast transmission mode may for example
be based on the MBMS technology. The "unicast transmission mode" refers to a transmission mode in which a trans-
mission is addressed to only one recipient. The unicast transmission mode for example is based on HTTP as specified
in IETF RFC 7230 (June 2014) or protocols derived therefrom.
[0014] In the illustrated concepts, a node of the communication network configures reporting of consumption of the
streamed content by the client devices. This is accomplished in an adaptive manner. That is to say, after initial configuration
of a precision applied for the reporting and receiving at least some reports of the consumption, the precision is adapted
while continuing the delivery of the streamed content. The precision may thus be adapted in dynamic manner, based
on the received reports. Further, the precision may be adapted individually for certain service areas or even for individual
client devices.
[0015] In the illustrated examples, it is assumed that the precision of consumption reporting is defined a frequency at
which a given client device periodically sends the reports of consumption and a sample percentage defining a subset
client devices which should send the reports, similar to as specified in 3GPP TS 23.246 V13.2.0. The adaptation of the
precision is performed depending on a density of the client devices receiving the streamed content as estimated based
on the received reports and optionally further information, such as client devices leaving or entering the service area or
a resizing of the service area. The density estimated based on the reports is utilized for switching between unicast
delivery of the streamed content (e.g., using HTTP request/response mechanisms) and multicast delivery of the streamed
content (e.g., using MBMS). In such cases, the precision is also adapted depending on the deviation of the estimated
density from a threshold defined for switching between the unicast delivery and the multicast delivery. Such threshold
for example is defined by an operator of the communication network.
[0016] In the illustrated concepts, the precision may thus be flexibly set to suit conditions in the communication network.
This may be accomplished individually per service area or even individually per client device (or category of client device).
In some scenarios the adaptation of the precision may even involve temporal suspension of consumption reporting in
one or more service areas.
[0017] Accordingly, when there is a higher probability that a switch between unicast delivery and multicast delivery is
needed, the precision may be adapted in such a way that the reports of consumption report are sent more frequently
and/or by a higher percentage of client devices. Further, if the service area is large and a high number of client devices
are located in the service area, the precision can be reduced since the high number of client devices compensates for
a less frequent reporting or a lower percentage of reporting client devices.
[0018] Similarly, individual adaptation per service area may allow for using a low precision in a region of low interest
(where only a few client devices are located). Further, a low precision may also be applied in regions of very high interest,
e.g., inside a stadium. Further, in some regions it may also be useful to adapt he precision in a time-dependent manner,
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e.g., depending on the time of the day and/or day of the week.
[0019] Fig. 1 schematically illustrates an exemplary scenario assuming that the communication network is a cellular
network, e.g., based on the LTE radio technology. Specifically, Fig. 1 illustrates a plurality of cells 120-A, 120-B, 120-
C, 120-D, 120-E of the cellular network and a plurality of client devices 10, also referred to as UE (user equipment). In
these cells 120-A, 120-B, 120-C, 120-D, 120-E, the streamed content may be delivered to the client devices 10 by unicast
transmissions individually addressed to a certain client device 10, or by multicast transmissions addressed to a plurality
of the client devices 10. In the following explanations it will be assumed that the multicast transmissions are MBMS
transmissions addressed to all the client devices 10. A service area for the MBMS transmissions may be formed by one
or more of the cells 120-A, 120-B, 120-C, 120-D, 120-E, e.g., as a MBSFN (Multicast Broadcast Single Frequency
Network) area. One or more service areas for the MBMS transmissions may be configured depending on the availability
of radio resources and other service requirements. For example, a single service area could be formed of the cells 120-
A, 120-B, 120-C. Further, a first service area could be formed of the cells 120-A and 120-B, and a second service area
could be formed of the cells 120-C and 120-D. As can be seen, the such service areas may have different densities of
client devices 10. For example, the service area formed of the cells 120-A, 120-B, 120, C would have a density of 1.33
client devices per cell, the service area formed of the cells 120-A and 120-B would have a density of 1.5 client devices
per cell, and the service area formed of the cells 120-C and 120-D would have a density of 0.5 client devices per cell.
Here, it should be understood that the illustrated scenario mainly serves for purposes of explanation, and that more
realistic scenarios may involve service areas of larger size, i.e., formed of more cells, and/or larger numbers of client
devices 10.
[0020] In the following, delivery of streamed content based in a scenario as illustrated in Fig. 1 will be described in
further detail with respect to exemplary processes as illustrated by Figs. 2 and 3. In these processes, it is assumed that
the streamed content corresponds to multimedia content (e.g., video) streamed according to the DASH (Dynamic Adaptive
Streaming over HTTP) technique specified in ISO/IEC 23009-1:2012 (April 2012). However, it is to be understood that
corresponding processes could also be applied in connection with other streaming techniques, such as HLS (HTTP Live
Streaming).
[0021] The processes of Figs. 2 and 3 involve one of the client devices 10, a RAN (Radio Access Network) node 100,
such as an eNB (evolved Node B) of the LTE radio technology, a BM-SC 200, and a content server 300. For supporting
the MBMS transmissions, the client device 10 is provided with an MBMS client 12. For supporting the DASH technique,
the client device 10 is provided with a DASH client 14. Here, it should be noted that the MBMS client 12 and DASH client
14 are illustrated for representing certain functionalities of the client device 10 and thus do not necessarily correspond
to specific hardware structures of the client device 10. In the processes of Figs. 2 and 3, the configuration information
may be sent in an ADPD (Associated Delivery Procedure Description) fragments as described in 3GPP TS 26.346, e.g.,
in one or more elements or attributes defined for this purpose. The ADPD fragments may be provided to the client device
10 through in-band delivery together with MBMS transmissions of the streamed content. Alternatively or in addition, the
ADPD fragments may be provided to the client device 10 through unicast mechanisms, e.g., based on a HTTP re-
quest/response scheme. The latter option may for example be utilized when the client device 10 is located outside a
service area for MBMS transmissions.
[0022] In the processes of Fig. 2, unicast delivery of the streamed content is utilized by the client device 10. In an
initial stage, the BM-SC 200 sets the precision of consumption reporting, as illustrated by step 201. For example, the
BM-SC 200 may initially set a default precision which is the same for service areas and all client devices 10.
[0023] As illustrated by 202, the MBMS client 12 of the client device 10 and the BM-SC 200 may then perform a service
announcement (SA) procedure. The SA procedure may be used to inform the client device 10 which services are available
through MBMS transmissions. In the illustrated example, it is assumed that the client device 10 is informed about the
availability of streaming of a certain multimedia content (e.g., a video) by the DASH technique. Further, it is also assumed
that the ADPD fragment indicating the configuration information for consumption reporting is initially provided through
the SA procedure to the MBMS client 12.
[0024] As further illustrated by 203, the RAN node 100 transmits SIB 15 (System Information Block Type 15) to the
client device 10, to thereby inform the MBMS client 12 about parameters for receiving the MBMS transmissions in the
cell where the client device 10 is currently located. For example, the RAN node 100 may utilize the SIB 15 to indicate
a frequency of an MBSFN for the MBMS transmissions.
[0025] As further illustrated, the DASH client 14 may then send a request 204 for a Media Presentation Description
(MPD) to the MBMS client 12. The request 204 may for example correspond to a HTTP GET message. Based on the
information provided through the SA procedure, the MBMS client 12 sends a response 205 with the MPD for the streamed
content to the DASH client 14. The response 204 may for example correspond to an HTTP OK message.
[0026] The DASH client 14 may then initiate the streaming of the content by sending a request 206 for a first segment
of the content to the MBMS client 12. The request 206 for example corresponds to a HTTP GET message.
[0027] In accordance with the received configuration information for consumption reporting, the MBMS client 12 then
sends a consumption report 207 to the BM-SC 200, thereby indicating that the client device 10 started consumption of
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the streamed content. The consumption report 207 may be included in a HTTP POST message which is also utilized to
inform the BM-SC 200 that the client device 10 will retrieve the streamed content through unicast delivery. The BM-SC
200 then sends a response 208 to the consumption report 207, which may also include a modified version of the ADPD
fragment. The response 210 for example corresponds to a HTTP OK message.
[0028] Further, the MBMS client 12 sends a request 209 for the first segment of the streamed content to the content
server 300. The request 209 for example corresponds to a HTTP GET message. The content server 300 then sends a
response 210 with the first segment to the MBMS client 12. The response 210 for example corresponds to a HTTP OK
message. The MBMS client 12 then sends a response 211 with the first segment to the DASH client 14. The response
211 for example corresponds to a HTTP OK message.
[0029] As further illustrated, the streaming of the content then continues in the unicast delivery mode. Specifically, the
DASH client 14 sends a request 212 for a next segment of the content to the MBMS client 12, the MBMS client 12 sends
a request 213 for the next segment to the content server 300, the content server 300 sends a response 214 with the
next segment to the MBMS client 12, and the MBMS client 12 then sends a response 215 with the next segment to the
DASH client 14. Again, the requests 212 and 213 may correspond to HTTP GET messages and the responses 214 and
25 may correspond to HTTP OK messages. It is to be understood the unicast delivery of the streamed content may be
continued in this way by repeating these request/response scheme of requests 212, 213 and responses 214, 215 for
following segments of the streamed content.
[0030] In the example of Fig. 2, it is assumed that the MBMS client 12 then sends a further consumption report 216
to the BM-SC 200. Again, the consumption report 216 may be included in a HTTP POST message. Having received the
consumption report 216, the BM-SC 200 adapts the precision of consumption reporting, as indicated by step 217. This
may be accomplished on the basis of information derived from the consumption reports 207 and 216 and also on the
basis of consumption reports the BM-SC 200 received from other client devices. Further, the adaptation may be based
on information concerning entry or leaving of client devices to/from a service area defined for the delivery of the streamed
content, e.g., a cell served by the RAN node 100. The BM-SC 200 then sends a response 218 to the consumption report
216 to the MBMS client 12. The response 218 also includes a modified version of the ADPD fragment, including modified
configuration information indicating the adapted precision for consumption reporting. As above, the response 218 may
correspond to a HTTP OK message.
[0031] The MBMS client 12 then applies the adapted precision while continuing the unicast delivery of the streamed
content, as illustrated by requests 219, 220 and responses 221, 222 to retrieve further segments of the streamed content
from the content server 300. For example, a the MBMS client 12 may send a next consumption report 223 according to
a lower or higher frequency of reporting.
[0032] In the processes of Fig. 3 multicast delivery of the streamed content based on MBMS transmission is utilized
by the client device 10. The processes of Fig. 3 for example follow the processes of Fig. 2, after switching from the
unicast delivery of the streamed content to the multicast delivery of the streamed content.
[0033] As illustrated by 301, the client device 10 first acquires the service of streaming the content by MBMS trans-
missions, e.g., based on information provided through the above-mentioned SA procedure and parameters indicated in
the SIB 15. This may also involve joining a multicast session for streaming the content by MBMS transmissions.
[0034] The BM-SC 200 then retrieves the segments of the streamed content from the content server 300, by sending
a request 302 for a segment to the content server 300 and receiving the segment in a response 303 from the content
server. The request 302 may be a HTTP GET message, and the response 303 may be a HTTP OK message.
[0035] As further illustrated, the BM-SC 200 sends an ADPD fragment 304 and the segment 305 to the MBMS client
12. The ADPD fragment 304 and the segment 305 are in this case both send as part of the MBMS transmissions utilized
for the delivery of the streamed content, i.e., the ADPD fragment is sent "in band". As above, the ADPD fragment 304
includes the configuration information indicating the precision of consumption reporting to be applied by the client device
10.
[0036] The DASH client 14 then sends a request 306 for the segment of the content to the MBMS client 12, and the
MBMS client 12 sends a response 307 with the segment to the DASH client. The request 306 may correspond to a
HTTP GET message, and the response 307 may correspond to a HTTP OK message.
[0037] The MBMS client 12 then sends a consumption report 308 to the BM-SC 200. The consumption report 308
may be included in a HTTP POST message. Having received the consumption report 308, the BM-SC 200 adapts the
precision of consumption reporting, as indicated by step 309. This may be accomplished on the basis of information
derived from the consumption report 308and also on the basis of consumption reports the BM-SC 200 received from
other client devices. Further, the adaptation may be based on information concerning entry or leaving of client devices
to/from a service area defined for the delivery of the streamed content, e.g., a cell served by the RAN node 100. The
BM-SC 200 then sends a modified ADPD 310 to the MBMS client 12. The modified ADPD fragment 310 includes modified
configuration information indicating the adapted precision for consumption reporting. Again, the modified ADPD fragment
may be sent in band, as part of the MBMS transmissions.
[0038] The MBMS client 12 then applies the adapted precision while continuing reception of the streamed content by
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the multicast delivery. For example, a the MBMS client 12 may send a next consumption report 311 according to a lower
or higher frequency of reporting.
[0039] It should be noted that as an alternative or in addition to sending the ADPD fragment in band, it could also be
sent "out of band", e.g., by using unicast mechanisms, such as a HTTP POST message or the like. The latter case may
facilitate individualizing the ADPD fragment (and the adapted precision of consumption reporting), e.g., by sending
different ADPDs to different client devices.
[0040] As can be seen from the examples of Figs. 2 and 3, the BM-SC 200 adapts the precision of consumption
reporting while delivery of the streamed content continues. This is accomplished depending on the consumption reports
received by the BM-SC 200, but also depending on other information, such as size of the service area for delivery of
the streamed content. In the following, examples of rules which are applied by the BM-SC 200 when performing the
adaptation will be explained in more detail.
[0041] As mentioned above, the precision of consumption reporting is defined by the frequency at which a certain
client devices sends the consumption reports and the percentage of client devices which shall send the consumption
reports, in the following also referred to as "sample percentage". Specifically, the precision may be defined as the
reporting frequency multiplied by the sample percentage, i.e., according to: 

[0042] Either one or both of these parameters may be adapted by the BM-SC 200 and indicated to the client device(s).
[0043] According to one rule, the frequency of consumption reporting is adapted based on a density of client devices
in the service area.
[0044] Here, the density may be defined by the number of client devices consuming the same content, either by unicast
or broadcast delivery, per area, e.g., according to 

[0045] The density is applied for accurately controlling the switching between unicast delivery and multicast delivery.
For example, when the density increases above a first threshold switching from unicast delivery to multicast delivery
may be triggered. Similarly, when the density decreases below a second threshold switching from unicast delivery to
multicast delivery may be triggered. To avoid ping-pong like switching due to random fluctuations of the density in the
vicinity of the threshold, the second threshold may be lower than the first threshold. However, the first threshold and the
second threshold could also be the same. When performing such switching, also the frequency of reporting may be
adapted to meet the requirements of the respective delivery mode.
[0046] The threshold for triggering the switching may be defined by: 

[0047] Fig. 4 shows an example of how the reporting frequency (RF) may be adapted depending on the density (D).
As can be seen, the reporting frequency is adapted to vary depending on a deviation of the density from the threshold
density (illustrated by a dashed vertical line) for triggering switching between the unicast delivery (UC) and multicast
delivery (MC).
[0048] Specifically, the reporting frequency is adapted in such a way that the reporting frequency decreases with
increasing deviation of the density from the threshold density, i.e., is maximal in vicinity of the threshold density. It should
be noted that while Fig. 4 shows the reporting frequency to be a linearly increasing function of the density below the
threshold density and a linearly decreasing function of the density above the threshold density, other variation charac-
teristics could be utilized as well, e.g., a parabolic or hyperbolic characteristic having a maximum at the threshold density.
[0049] According to a further rule, the sample percentage is adapted based on a size of the service area. In this way,
it can be taken into account that with increasing size of the service area, typically a lower sample percentage is needed
to estimate the interest in the streamed content in the service area, because a larger service area will typically also
include a higher number of client devices so that a lower sample percentage may be sufficient to get a desired (absolute)
number of consumption reports.
[0050] In this way, it may be taken into account that due to a typically high number of client devices in large service
areas, consumption reporting may introduce a high traffic load. This traffic load may also cause processing delays in
the BM-SC 200 or other network nodes. On the other hand, a small service area may have a low load due to a typically
low number of client devices. By adapting the sampling percentage depending on the size of the service area, the load
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may be kept in an acceptable range, while also avoiding a risk of reaching only an insufficient number of consumption
reports.
[0051] A value of the sample percentage which is lower than a default value may for example be appropriate in a large
service area where the probability of switching to unicast delivery is very low. In such cases, it is sufficient if only a
relatively small proportion of the client devices participates in the consumption reporting, because this small proportion
still corresponds to an absolute number of client devices which allows for getting a sufficiently precise understanding of
the interest in the streamed content for this service area. Therefore, the sample percentage in a large service area can
be lower than in a small service area. As an example, in a stadium with 5000 people (users of client devices), there
might be 5000 consumption reports, with a sample percentage of 100 %, at the same time. By means of the sample
percentage, this number of consumption reports may be reduced to 1500, which is typically sufficient to determine the
interest.
[0052] In small service areas, a load associated with the consumption reporting can be expected due to a typically
low number of client devices in the service area. In such cases, the sample percentage may be kept at the default value
or even increased without causing excessive load. By increasing the sample percentage, a better estimation of the
interest in the streamed content may be achieved. By way of example, a concert venue with 20 people (users of client
devices) may be considered. In this example, there might be 5 consumption reports with a sample percentage of 25 %,
which typically does not generate a high load. Accordingly, the sample percentage could be increased in order to achieve
a better estimation of the interest in the streamed content.
[0053] Fig. 5 shows an example of how the sample percentage (SP) may be adapted depending on the size (A) of
the service area. As can be seen, the sample percentage decreases as a function of the size of the service area (and
expected number of client devices in the service area). It should be noted that while Fig. 5 shows the sample percentage
to be a linearly decreasing function of the size (A) of the service area, other variation characteristics could be utilized
as well, e.g., a parabolic or exponential characteristic.
[0054] In some scenarios, a service area might be geographically large, but be subject to considerable time-dependent
or event dependent variations in occupation by client devices. Accordingly, the density of client devices and the load
associated with the consumption reporting could change frequently over time. In such a scenario, different cases may
be distinguished when adapting the precision:

- A change of precision involving a decrease of the reporting frequency and an increase of the sample percentage.
This option for example is suitable in a small event venue which is only occupied by potential users of client devices
during certain events, e.g., a small concert venue such as a bar or club, outside times of events. When there is no
event, a lowered reporting frequency may be applied. On the other hand, since there are only few client devices in
the service area, an increased sample percentage may be applied.

- An increase of precision involving an increase of both the reporting frequency and sample percentage. This option
for example is suitable in a small event venue which is only occupied by potential users of client devices during
certain events, e.g., a small concert venue such as a bar or club, during the time of an event. For example, in the
case of a concert venue, people may arrive to watch a concert. When the concert starts, it may be appropriate to
switch to broadcast delivery. To avoid missing this point of time, a high reporting frequency is appropriate. On the
other hand, since there is only a limited number of client devices; the load associated with consumption reporting
is not so high, and the sample percentage may be increased as well.

- A change in precision involving an increase of the reporting frequency and a decrease of the sample percentage.
This option for example is suitable in a bigger event venue which is only occupied by potential users of client devices
during certain events, e.g., a bigger concert venue such as a concert arena, at the time when an event is about to
start. For example, in the case of a concert arena, a large number of people may arrive to watch a concert. When
the concert starts, it may be appropriate to switch to broadcast delivery. To avoid missing this point of time, a high
reporting frequency is appropriate. On the other hand, since there is also a large number of client devices; the load
associated with consumption reporting may get high, and the sample percentage thus be decreased.

- A decrease of precision involving a decrease of both the reporting frequency and the sample percentage. This option
for example is suitable in an event venue which is only occupied by potential users of client devices during certain
events, e.g., a bigger concert venue such as a concert arena, during the time of an event. For example, in a football
stadium area during a football game, there are typically a lot of people in the area. Accordingly, there will be a high
density of client devices. Accordingly a decreased reporting frequency can be applied. On the other hand, since
there is also a large absolute number of client devices, the load associated with consumption reporting may get
high, and the sample percentage thus be decreased. As another example, a small concert venue with many people
when the concert is finishing may be considered. In this scenario, the people can be expected to slowly leave from
the area. Since no abrupt changes of the density of client devices should be expected, a decreased reporting
frequency may be applied. Since there may still be a considerable amount of client devices in the area, the sample
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percentage may be decreased to avoid excessive load.

[0055] In the above considerations, the precision applied for consumption reporting is adapted on the network side,
e.g., by the BM-SC 200. However, in some scenarios adaptation of the precision may also be additionally or alternatively
performed by the client device. For example, the adaptation on by the client device may depend on a battery level of
the client device or other operating conditions of the client device (e.g., temperature, processor load). For example, if
the client device corresponds to a mobile phone or similar portable device and runs out of battery power, the client device
may apply a reporting frequency which is reduced as compared to the reporting frequency indicated by the communication
network. In order to facilitate consideration of such adaptation on the network side, the client device may indicate in the
consumption report that the adapted precision was applied.
[0056] Fig. 6 shows an example of how the reporting frequency (SP) may be adapted depending on the battery level
(BL) of the client device. As can be seen, the reporting frequency decreases as a function of the battery level. In the
illustrated example, it is assumed that the reporting frequency decreases in a step-like manner. In this way the possibilities
of deviation from the configuration sent by the network are kept limited, and consideration of these deviations when
evaluating the consumption reports on the network side is facilitated.
[0057] Fig. 7 shows a flowchart for illustrating a method which is utilized for implementing the illustrated concepts in
a node of a communication network, e.g., the BM-SC 200. The communication network for example is a cellular radio
network supporting transmission of the streamed content by MBMS. If a processor-based implementation of the node
is used, the steps of the method are performed by one or more processors of the node. In such a case the node further
comprises a memory in which program code for implementing the below described functionalities is stored.
[0058] At step 710, the node determines a precision to be applied for reporting of consumption of streamed content.
The precision is defined by at least one of a frequency at which a client device sends reports of consumption of the
streamed content, i.e., a reporting frequency, and a proportion of the client devices which shall send reports of con-
sumption of the streamed content, i.e., a sample percentage.
[0059] At step 720, the node sends configuration information indicating the precision towards a plurality of client
devices, e.g., e.g., in an ADPD fragment. The configuration information may be sent by unicast transmissions and/or
multicast transmissions.
[0060] At step 730, the node receives one or more reports of consumption from at least some of the client devices.
The reports of consumption may indicate which streamed content is consumed by the client device. The reception of
the reports may be organized in collection windows defined in terms of a time interval and/or number of reports. For
example, the node may collect the reports until such time interval expires and/or number of reports is reached, before
proceeding to further evaluate the reports.
[0061] In some scenarios, the received reports of consumption further indicate a configuration as applied by the
reporting client device for reporting consumption of the streamed content, e.g., a battery level or an adapted reporting
frequency due to an adaptation performed locally by the client device, e.g., as explained in connection with Fig. 6. For
example, the client device may apply a lower reporting frequency due to low battery level. The node may utilize such
information when statistically evaluating the consumption reports, e.g., by giving a consumption report generated on the
basis of such reduced reporting frequency may be assigned a higher statistic weight.
[0062] At step 740, the node adapts the precision to be applied for the reporting of consumption of the streamed
content. For adapting the precision, the node estimates a density of client devices receiving the streamed content. This
is accomplished depending on the reports of consumption received at step 730. Depending on the estimated density of
client devices, the node then determines the adapted precision.
[0063] Depending on the estimated density of client devices, the node controls switching between transmitting the
streamed content in a unicast transmission mode, e.g., based on a HTTP request/response scheme, and transmitting
the streamed content in a multicast or broadcast transmission mode, e.g., based on MBMS transmissions.
[0064] The switching between transmitting the streamed content in a unicast transmission mode and transmitting the
streamed content in a multicast or broadcast transmission mode, depends on a comparison of the determined density
of client devices to a switching threshold. The node then determines the adapted precision as a decreasing function of
a deviation or distance of the estimated density from the switching threshold, e.g., as explained in connection with Fig. 4.
[0065] Further, the node may determine the adapted precision depending on a size of a service area for transmitting
the streamed content, e.g., as explained in connection with Fig. 5. For example, in the case of a larger service area, a
lower sample percentage is applied. Similarly, in the case of a smaller service area, a higher sample percentage is
applied. Further, the node may determine the adapted precision also depending on a number of client devices in the
service area.
[0066] At step 750, the node sends further configuration information indicating the adapted precision towards the client
devices, e.g., in an ADPD fragment. The further configuration information and the adapted precision may differ between
at least some of the plurality of client devices. For example, the further configuration information and the adapted precision
may vary from one service area to another service area for delivery of the streamed content. In some cases, the
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configuration information may even differ between client devices in the same service area, e.g. depending on a device
category.
[0067] The node may then return to step 730 receive further reports of consumption.
[0068] In some scenarios, the node sends the further configuration information in a response to one of the reports of
consumption, e.g., as shown in the example of Fig. 2. However, also other mechanisms may be used for sending the
further configuration information, e.g., in band delivery together with multicast transmissions for delivering the streamed
content.
[0069] Accordingly, a node which operates according to the method of Fig. 7 is provided with a module configured to
determine a precision for reporting of consumption of streamed content, such as explained in connection with step 710,
a module configured to send configuration information indicating the precision to a plurality of client devices, such as
explained in connection with step 720, a module configured to receive one or more reports of consumption from at least
some of the client devices, such as explained in connection with step 730, a module configured to adapt the precision
after receiving the one or more reports, such as explained in connection with step 740, and a module configured to send
further configuration information indicating the adapted precision to at least some of the plurality of client devices, such
as explained in connection with step 750. It should be understood that the node may also include further modules for
implementing other functionalities as described above, such as functionalities for sending segments of the streamed
content by multicast transmissions or unicast transmissions. Further, it should be understood that the modules of the
node do not necessarily represent a hardware structure of the server, but may also correspond to functional elements,
e.g., implemented by hardware, software, or a combination thereof.
[0070] Fig. 8 shows a flowchart for illustrating a method which is utilized for implementing the illustrated concepts in
a client device, e.g., the client device 10. If a processor-based implementation of the client device is used, the steps of
the method are performed by one or more processors of the client device. In such a case the client device further
comprises a memory in which program code for implementing the below described functionalities is stored.
[0071] At step 810, the client device receives configuration information indicating a precision to be applied for reporting
of consumption of streamed content, e.g., in an ADPD fragment. As indicated by step 820, the client device then applies
the precision when reporting consumption of the streamed content. The precision is defined by at least one of a frequency
at which a client device sends reports of consumption of the streamed content, i.e., a reporting frequency, and a proportion
of the client devices which shall send reports of consumption of the streamed content, i.e., a sample percentage.
[0072] At step 830, the client device receives the streamed content. The streamed content is received in a unicast
transmission mode, e.g., based on a HTTP request/response scheme, or in a multicast or broadcast transmission mode,
e.g., based on MBMS transmissions.
[0073] At step 840, the client device sends one or more reports of consumption of the streamed content in accordance
with the indicated precision. The reports of consumption may indicate which streamed content is consumed by the client
device.
[0074] In some scenarios, the received reports of consumption further indicate a configuration as applied by the
reporting client device for reporting consumption of the streamed content, e.g., a battery level or an adapted reporting
frequency due to an adaptation performed locally by the client device, e.g., as explained in connection with Fig. 6. For
example, the client device may adapt the precision, e.g., by applying a lower reporting frequency due to low battery
level. The communication network may utilize such information when statistically evaluating the consumption reports,
e.g., by giving a consumption report generated on the basis of such reduced reporting frequency may be assigned a
higher statistic weight.
[0075] At step 850, the client device receives further configuration information, e.g., in an ADPD fragment. In some
scenarios, the node receives the further configuration information in a response to one of the reports of consumption,
e.g., as shown in the example of Fig. 2. However, also other mechanisms may be used for receiving the further config-
uration information, e.g., in band delivery together with multicast transmissions for delivering the streamed content.
[0076] Depending on an identity of the client device, e.g., a network address, the client device may identify the further
configuration information as being intended to be applied by the client device. In addition, the client device identifies
depending on a service area in which the client device is located, that the further configuration information is intended
to be applied by the client device. For example, an individualized ADPD fragment including the configuration information
may be addressed by unicast or multicast transmissions to the client device. Further, an ADPD fragment could include
multiple sets of configuration information, and the client device may select the configuration information to be applied
depending on its identity or depending on the service area in which the client device is currently located.
[0077] At step 860, the client device may check if this further configuration information indicates an adapted precision
to be applied for reporting of consumption of the streamed content. If this is the case, the client device may proceed to
step 870, as indicated by branch "Y", and apply the adapted precision. Having applied the adapted precision, the client
device continues to receive the streamed content and send one or more reports of consumption of the streamed content
in accordance with the indicated adapted precision, by returning to step 830.
[0078] If the further configuration information does not indicate an adapted precision, the client device may return
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directly to step 830 and continue to receive the streamed content and send one or more reports of consumption of the
streamed content in accordance with the previously indicated precision.
[0079] In some scenarios, the adapted precision depends on a density of client devices estimated based on the reports
of consumption sent by the client device. Depending on such density, switching between transmitting the streamed
content in a unicast transmission mode, e.g., based on a HTTP request/response scheme, and transmitting the streamed
content in a multicast or broadcast transmission mode, e.g., based on MBMS transmissions, is controlled.
[0080] The switching between transmitting the streamed content in a unicast transmission mode and transmitting the
streamed content in a multicast or broadcast transmission mode depends on a comparison of the determined density
of client devices to a switching threshold. The adapted precision then is a decreasing function of a deviation or distance
of the estimated density from the switching threshold, e.g., as explained in connection with Fig. 4. Further, the adapted
precision may depend on a size of a service area for transmitting the streamed content, e.g., as explained in connection
with Fig. 5. For example, in the case of a larger service area, a lower sample percentage may be applied. Similarly, in
the case of a smaller service area, a higher sample percentage may be applied. Further, the adapted precision may
also depending on a number of client devices in the service area.
[0081] Accordingly, a client device which operates according to the method of Fig. 8 is provided with a module configured
to receive configuration information indicating a precision to be applied for reporting of consumption of streamed content,
such as explained in connection with steps 810 and 820, a module configured to receive the streamed content and send
one or more reports of consumption of the streamed content in accordance with the indicated precision, such as explained
in connection with steps 830 and 840, a module configured to receive further configuration information indicating an
adapted precision to be applied for reporting of consumption of the streamed content and continue to receive the streamed
content and send one or more reports of consumption of the streamed content in accordance with the indicated adapted
precision, such as explained in connection with steps 850, 860, and 870.
[0082] It is to be understood that the methods of Figs. 7 and 8 may also be combined in a system which includes a
node operating according to the method of Fig. 7 and one or more client devices operating according to the method of Fig. 8.
[0083] Fig. 9 illustrates exemplary structures which are used for implementing the above concepts in a node 900 of
a communication network which is responsible for controlling streaming of content, e.g., the MB-SC 200.
[0084] As illustrated, the node 900 includes a client interface 910, through which one or more client devices are
connected to the node 900. In accordance with the illustrated concepts, the client interface 910 is assumed to support
at least the multicast transmission mode, e.g., based on MBMS transmissions. Further, the node 900 includes a network
interface 920, e.g., for receiving the streamed content from an external source, such as the content server 300.
[0085] Further, the node 900 includes one or more processors 950 coupled to the interfaces 910, 920, and a memory
960 coupled to the processor(s) 950. The memory 960 includes a Read Only Memory (ROM), e.g., a flash ROM, a
Random Access Memory (RAM), e.g., a Dynamic RAM (DRAM) or Static RAM (SRAM), a mass storage, e.g., a hard
disk or solid state disk, or the like. The memory 960 includes suitably configured program code to be executed by the
processor(s) 950 so as to implement the above-described functionalities of the node. In particular, the memory 960
includes various program code modules for causing the node 900 to perform processes as described above, e.g.,
corresponding to the method steps of Fig. 7.
[0086] As illustrated, the memory 960 includes a multicast/unicast transmission module 970 for implementing the
above-described functionalities of performing multicast and unicast transmissions, such as transmitting segments of
streamed content in the multicast transmission mode or transmitting configuration information in the unicast or multicast
transmission mode. Further, the memory 960 also includes a consumption reporting management module for imple-
menting the above-described functionalities of determining the precision and evaluating the received reports. Further,
the memory 960 includes a control module for implementing the above-described functionalities of controlling switching
between unicast delivery and multicast delivery.
[0087] It is to be understood that the structures as illustrated in Fig. 9 are merely schematic and that the node 900
actually includes further components which, for the sake of clarity, have not been illustrated, e.g., further interfaces or
processors. Also, it is to be understood that the memory 960 includes further types of program code modules, which
have not been illustrated, e.g., program code modules for implementing known functionalities of a BM-SC, such as
processing of data according to MBMS protocols. According to some embodiments, also a computer program is provided
for implementing functionalities of the node 900, e.g., in the form of a physical medium storing the program code and/or
other data to be stored in the memory 960 or by making the program code available for download or by streaming.
[0088] Fig. 10 illustrates exemplary structures which are used for implementing the above concepts in a client device
1000, such as the client device 10. The client device 1000 for example corresponds to a mobile phone or to some other
type of portable or stationary computing device.
[0089] As illustrated, the client device 1000 includes an interface 1010 for enabling access of the client device 1000
to the communication network. The interface 1010 corresponds to a radio interface. Further, the client device 1000
includes one or more processors 1050 coupled to the interface 1010, and a memory 1060 coupled to the processor(s)
1050. The memory 1060 includes a ROM, e.g., a flash ROM, a RAM, e.g., a DRAM or SRAM, a mass storage, e.g., a
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hard disk or solid state disk, or the like. The memory 1060 includes suitably configured program code to be executed
by the processor(s) 1050 so as to implement the above-described functionalities of a client device. In particular, the
memory 1060 includes various program code modules for causing the client device 1000 to perform processes as
described above, e.g., corresponding to the method steps of Fig. 8.
[0090] As illustrated, the memory 1060 includes a multicast/unicast reception module 1070 for implementing the above-
described functionalities of receiving streamed content in the multicast transmission mode or unicast transmission mode,
receiving configuration information, and sending consumption reports. Further, the memory 1060 includes a consumption
reporting module 1080 for implementing the above-described functionalities of generating consumption reports according
to the received configuration information. Further, the memory 1060 also includes a control module for implementing
the above-described functionalities of switching between unicast delivery and multicast delivery (e.g., by selecting a
corresponding reception mode).
[0091] It is to be understood that the structures as illustrated in Fig. 10 are merely schematic and that the client device
1000 actually includes further components which, for the sake of clarity, have not been illustrated, e.g., further interfaces
or processors. Also, it is to be understood that the memory 1060 includes further types of program code modules, which
have not been illustrated, e.g., program code modules for implementing known functionalities of a client device, e.g.,
functionalities of a UE for an LTE cellular network or known functionalities of a streaming client. According to some
embodiments, also a computer program is provided for implementing functionalities of the client device 1000, e.g., in
the form of a physical medium storing the program code and/or other data to be stored in the memory 1060 or by making
the program code available for download or by streaming.
[0092] As can be seen, the concepts as described above may be used for efficiently streaming content in a commu-
nication network. Specifically, the concepts may be used to optimize consumption reporting with respect to the associated
load on processing or radio resources. Further, on the client device side, a lower battery drain may be achieved by
avoiding excessive sending of consumption reports. Further, switching between the unicast delivery and multicast delivery
may be controlled more accurately, which allows a more efficient usage of radio resources for the streaming of content.
[0093] It is to be understood that the examples and embodiments as explained above are merely illustrative and
susceptible to various modifications within the scope as defined by the appended claims. For example, the illustrated
concepts may be applied in connection with various communication network technologies. Further, the illustrated con-
cepts may be applied in connection with various kinds of streaming technologies and content types. Moreover, it is to
be understood that the above concepts may be implemented by using correspondingly designed software to be executed
by one or more processors of an existing device, or by using dedicated device hardware. Further, it should be noted
that the illustrated client device and server may each be implemented as a single device or as a system of multiple
interacting devices.

Claims

1. A method of streaming content, the method comprising:

determining, by a node (200; 900) of a communication network, a precision to be applied for reporting of
consumption of streamed content, wherein the communication network has a number of service areas;
sending, by the node (200; 900), configuration information indicating the precision towards a plurality of client
devices (10; 1000);
after receiving, by the node (200; 900), reports of consumption of the streamed content from at least some of
the plurality of client devices (10; 1000), estimating, by the node (200; 900), a density of client devices (10;
1000) receiving the streamed content, wherein estimating the density depends on the received reports of con-
sumption of the streamed content;
depending on the estimated density of the client devices (10; 1000), adapting, by the node (200; 900), the
precision to be applied for said reporting of consumption of the streamed content, wherein the adapted precision
is a decreasing function of a deviation of the estimated density from a switching threshold, and wherein the
switching threshold is defined for switching between a unicast transmission mode and a multicast transmission
mode; and
sending, by the node (200; 900), further configuration information indicating the adapted precision towards the
client devices (10; 1000).

2. The method according to claim 1, comprising:
depending on the estimated density of the client devices (10; 1000), controlling, by the node (200; 900), switching
between transmitting the streamed content in the unicast transmission mode and transmitting the streamed content
in the multicast or a broadcast transmission mode.
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3. The method according to claim 2,
wherein said switching between transmitting the streamed content in the unicast transmission mode and transmitting
the streamed content in the multicast or the broadcast transmission mode depends on a comparison of the determined
density of the client devices (10; 1000) to the switching threshold.

4. A method of streaming content, the method comprising:

receiving, by a client device (10; 1000), configuration information indicating a precision to be applied for reporting
of consumption of streamed content;
receiving, by the client device (10; 1000), the streamed content and sending, by the client device (10; 1000),
one or more reports of consumption of the streamed content in accordance with the indicated precision;
receiving, by the client device (10; 1000), further configuration information indicating an adapted precision to
be applied for reporting of consumption of the streamed content, wherein the adapted precision depends on a
density of client devices (10; 1000) estimated based on the one or more reports of consumption sent by the
client device (10; 1000), wherein the adapted precision is a decreasing function of a deviation of the estimated
density from a switching threshold, and wherein the switching threshold is defined for switching between a
unicast transmission mode and a multicast transmission mode; and
continue receiving, by the client device (10; 1000), the streamed content and sending, by the client device (10;
1000), one or more reports of consumption of the streamed content in accordance with the indicated adapted
precision.

5. The method according to claim 4, comprising:
depending on an identity of the client device (10; 1000), identifying, by the client device (10; 1000), the further
configuration information as being intended to be applied by the client device (10; 1000).

6. The method according to any one of claims 4 and 5,
wherein the precision is defined by at least one of a frequency at which a client device (10; 1000) sends reports of
consumption of the streamed content and a proportion of the client devices (10; 1000) which shall send reports of
consumption of the streamed content.

7. The method according to any one of claims 4 to 6,
wherein the reports of consumption sent by the client device (10; 1000) further indicate a configuration as applied
by the client device (10; 1000) for reporting consumption of the streamed content.

8. A node (200; 900) for a communication network having a number of service areas, the node (200; 900) being
configured to:

determine a precision to be applied for reporting of consumption of streamed content;
send configuration information indicating the precision towards a plurality of client devices (10; 1000);
after receiving reports of consumption of the streamed content from at least some of the plurality of client devices
(10; 1000), estimate a density of client devices (10; 1000) receiving the streamed content, wherein the estimation
of the density depends on the received reports of consumption of the streamed content;
adapt the precision to be applied for said reporting of consumption of the streamed content, wherein the precision
depends on the estimated density of client devices (10; 1000), wherein the adapted precision is a decreasing
function of a deviation of the estimated density from a switching threshold, and wherein the switching threshold
is defined for switching between a unicast transmission mode and a multicast transmission mode; and
send further configuration information indicating the adapted precision towards the client devices (10; 1000).

9. The node (200; 900) according to claim 8,
wherein the node (200; 900) is configured to perform the steps of a method according to any one of claims 2 to 3.

10. A client device (10; 1000), the client device (10; 1000) being configured to:

receive configuration information indicating a precision to be applied for reporting of consumption of streamed
content;
receive the streamed content and send one or more reports of consumption of the streamed content in accord-
ance with the indicated precision;
receive further configuration information indicating an adapted precision to be applied for reporting of consump-
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tion of the streamed content, wherein the adapted precision depends on a density of client devices (10; 1000)
estimated based on the one or more reports of consumption sent by the client device (10; 1000), wherein the
adapted precision is a decreasing function of a deviation of the estimated density from a switching threshold,
and wherein the switching threshold is defined for switching between a unicast transmission mode and a multicast
transmission mode; and
continue to receive the streamed content and send one or more reports of consumption of the streamed content
in accordance with the indicated adapted precision.

11. A computer program comprising program code to be executed by at least one processor (950) of a node (200; 900),
wherein execution of the program code causes the node (200; 900) to perform steps of a method according to any
one of claims 1 to 3.

12. A computer program comprising program code to be executed by at least one processor (1050) of a client device
(10; 1000), wherein execution of the program code causes the client device (10; 1000) to perform steps of a method
according to any one of claims 4 to 7.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Streamen von Inhalten, wobei das Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:

Bestimmen, durch einen Knoten (200; 900) eines Kommunikationsnetzwerks, einer anzuwendenden Präzision,
um einen Verbrauch von gestreamten Inhalten zu melden, wobei das Kommunikationsnetzwerk eine Anzahl
an Leistungsbereichen aufweist;
Senden, durch den Knoten (200; 900), von Konfigurationsinformationen, die die Präzision zu einer Vielzahl von
Client-Geräten (10; 1000) anzeigen;
nach Erhalten, durch den Knoten (200; 900), von Meldungen des Verbrauchs der gestreamten Inhalte von
mindestens einigen aus der Vielzahl von Client-Geräten (10; 1000), Schätzen, durch den Knoten (200; 900),
einer Dichte von Client-Geräten (10; 1000), die die gestreamten Inhalte empfangen, wobei das Schätzen der
Dichte von den empfangenen Meldungen des Verbrauchs der gestreamten Inhalte abhängt;
Abhängig von der geschätzten Dichte der Client-Geräte (10; 1000), Anpassen, durch den Knoten (200; 900),
der für das Melden des Verbrauchs der gestreamten Inhalte anzuwendenden Präzision, wobei die angepasste
Präzision eine abnehmende Funktion einer Abweichung der geschätzten Dichte von einer Schaltschwelle ist
und wobei die Schaltschwelle definiert ist, um zwischen einem Unicast-Übertragungsmodus und einem Multi-
cast-Übertragungsmodus umzuschalten; und
Senden, durch den Knoten (200; 900), weiterer Konfigurationsinformationen, die die angepasste Präzision zu
den Client-Geräten (10; 1000) anzeigen.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, Folgendes umfassend:
Abhängig von der geschätzten Dichte der Client-Geräte (10; 1000), Steuern, durch den Knoten (200; 900), eines
Umschaltens zwischen einem Übertragen der gestreamten Inhalte in dem Unicast-Übertragungsmodus und über-
tragen der gestreamten Inhalte in dem Multicast- oder einem Rundfunkübertragungsmodus.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2,
wobei das Umschalten zwischen einem Übertragen der gestreamten Inhalte in dem Unicast-Übertragungsmodus
und einem Übertragen der gestreamten Inhalte in dem Multicast- oder Rundfunkübertragungsmodus von einem
Vergleich der bestimmten Dichte der Client-Geräte (10; 1000) mit der Schaltschwelle abhängt.

4. Verfahren zum Streamen von Inhalten, wobei das Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:

Empfangen, durch ein Client-Gerät (10; 1000), von Konfigurationsinformationen, die eine für ein Melden des
Verbrauchs der gestreamten Inhalte anzuwendende Präzision anzeigen;
Empfangen, durch das Client-Gerät (10; 1000), der gestreamten Inhalte und Senden, durch das Client-Gerät
(10; 1000), einer oder mehrerer Meldungen eines Verbrauchs der gestreamten Inhalte in Übereinstimmung mit
der angezeigten Präzision;
Empfangen, durch das Client-Gerät (10; 1000), weiterer Konfigurationsinformationen, die eine angepasste, für
ein Melden des Verbrauchs der gestreamten Inhalte anzuwendende Präzision anzeigen, wobei die angepasste
Präzision von einer Dichte von Client-Geräten (10; 1000) abhängt, die basierend auf einer oder mehrerer
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Meldungen des Verbrauchs geschätzt wird, die von dem Client-Gerät (10; 1000) gesendet werden, wobei die
angepasste Präzision eine abnehmende Funktion einer Abweichung der geschätzten Dichte von einer Schalt-
schwelle ist und wobei die Schaltschwelle für ein Umschalten zwischen einem Unicast-Übertragungsmodus
und einem Multicast-Übertragungsmodus definiert ist; und
fortgesetztes Empfangen, durch das Client-Gerät (10; 1000), der gestreamten Inhalte und Senden, durch das
Client-Gerät (10; 1000), einer oder mehrerer Meldungen des Verbrauchs der gestreamten Inhalte in Überein-
stimmung mit der angezeigten, angepassten Präzision.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, Folgendes umfassend:
abhängig von einer Identität des Client-Geräts (10; 1000), Identifizieren, durch das Client-Gerät (10; 1000), der
weiteren Konfigurationsinformationen, als dazu vorgesehen, durch das Client-Gerät (10; 1000) angewendet zu
werden.

6. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 4 und 5,
wobei die Präzision durch mindestens eines von einer Frequenz, in der ein Client-Gerät (10; 1000) Meldungen des
Verbrauchs von gestreamten Inhalten sendet und einem Anteil der Client-Geräte (10; 1000), die Meldungen des
Verbrauchs der gestreamten Inhalte senden sollen, definiert ist.

7. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 4 bis 6,
wobei die Meldungen des Verbrauchs, die durch das Client-Gerät (10; 1000) gesendet werden, ferner eine Konfi-
guration anzeigen, wie sie durch das Client-Gerät (10; 1000) angewendet wird, um den Verbrauch der gestreamten
Inhalte zu melden.

8. Knoten (200; 900) für ein Kommunikationsnetzwerk, das eine Anzahl von Leistungsbereichen aufweist, wobei der
Knoten (200; 900) zu Folgendem konfiguriert ist:

Bestimmen einer für ein Melden des Verbrauchs von gestreamten Inhalten anzuwendenden Präzision;
Senden von Konfigurationsinformationen, die die Präzision zu einer Vielzahl von Client-Geräten (10; 1000)
anzeigen;
nach Empfangen von Meldungen des Verbrauchs der gestreamten Inhalte von mindestens einigen aus der
Vielzahl von Client-Geräten (10; 1000), Schätzen einer Dichte von Client-Geräten (10; 1000), die die gestreamten
Inhalte empfangen, wobei die Schätzung der Dichte von den empfangenen Meldungen des Verbrauchs der
gestreamten Inhalte abhängen;
Anpassen der für das Melden des Verbrauchs der gestreamten Inhalte angewendeten Präzision, wobei die
Präzision von der geschätzten Dichte von Client-Geräten (10; 1000) abhängt, wobei die angepasste Präzision
eine abnehmende Funktion einer Abweichung der geschätzten Dichte von einer Schaltschwelle ist und wobei
die Schaltschwelle für ein Umschalten zwischen einem Unicast-Übertragungsmodus und einem Multicast-Über-
tragungsmodus definiert ist; und
Senden weiterer Konfigurationsinformationen, die die angepasste Präzision zu den Client-Geräten (10; 1000)
anzeigen.

9. Knoten (200; 900) nach Anspruch 8,
wobei der Knoten (200; 900) dazu konfiguriert ist, die Schritte eines Verfahrens nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 3
durchzuführen.

10. Client-Gerät (10; 1000), wobei das Client-Gerät (10; 1000) zu Folgendem konfiguriert ist:

Empfangen von Konfigurationsinformationen, die eine für ein Melden des Verbrauchs von gestreamten Inhalten
anzuwendende Präzision anzeigen;
Empfangen der gestreamten Inhalte und Senden einer oder mehrerer Meldungen des Verbrauchs der gestre-
amten Inhalte in Übereinstimmung mit der angezeigten Präzision;
Empfangen weiterer Konfigurationsinformationen, die eine angepasste, für ein Melden des Verbrauchs der
gestreamten Inhalte anzuwendende Präzision anzeigen, wobei die angepasste Präzision von einer Dichte an
Client-Geräten (10; 1000) abhängt, die basierend auf der einen oder den mehreren Meldungen des Verbrauchs
geschätzt wird, die durch das Client-Gerät (10; 1000) gesendet werden, wobei die angepasste Präzision eine
abnehmende Funktion einer Abweichung der geschätzten Dichte von einer Schaltschwelle ist und wobei die
Schaltschwelle für ein Umschalten zwischen einem Unicast-Übertragungsmodus und einem Multicast-Übertra-
gungsmodus definiert ist; und
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fortgesetztes Empfangen der gestreamten Inhalte und Senden einer oder mehrerer Meldungen des Verbrauchs
der gestreamten Inhalte in Übereinstimmung mit der angezeigten, angepassten Präzision.

11. Computerprogramm, einen Programmcode umfassend, der durch mindestens einen Prozessor (950) eines Knotens
(200; 900) ausgeführt wird, wobei das Ausführen des Programmcodes dazu führt, dass der Knoten (200; 900)
Schritte eines Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3 durchführt.

12. Computerprogramm, einen Programmcode umfassend, der durch mindestens einen Prozessor (1050) eines Client-
Geräts (10; 1000) ausgeführt wird, wobei das Ausführen des Programmcodes dazu führt, dass das Client-Gerät
(10; 1000) Schritte eines Verfahrens nach einem der Ansprüche 4 bis 7 durchführt.

Revendications

1. Procédé de diffusion en continu de contenu, le procédé comprenant :

la détermination, par un nœud (200 ; 900) d’un réseau de communication, d’une précision à appliquer pour
rapporter la consommation de contenu diffusé en continu, dans lequel le réseau de communication comporte
un nombre de zones de service ;
l’envoi, par le nœud (200 ; 900), d’informations de configuration indiquant la précision vers une pluralité de
dispositifs clients (10 ; 1000) ;
après réception, par le nœud (200 ; 900), de rapports de consommation du contenu diffusé en continu depuis
au moins certains de la pluralité de dispositifs clients (10 ; 1000), l’estimation par le nœud (200 ; 900), d’une
densité de dispositifs clients (10 ; 1000) recevant le contenu diffusé en continu, dans lequel l’estimation de la
densité dépend des rapports de consommation reçus du contenu diffusé en continu ; dépendamment de la
densité estimée de dispositifs clients (10 ; 1000), l’adaptation, par le nœud (200 ; 900), de la précision à appliquer
pour ledit rapport de consommation du contenu diffusé en continu, dans lequel la précision adaptée est une
fonction décroissante d’un écart de la densité estimée par rapport à un seuil de permutation, et dans lequel le
seuil de permutation est défini pour une permutation entre un mode de transmission en monodiffusion et un
mode de transmission en multidiffusion ; et
l’envoi, par le nœud (200 ; 900), d’informations de configuration supplémentaires indiquant la précision adaptée
vers les dispositifs clients (10 ; 1000).

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant :
dépendamment de la densité estimée des dispositifs clients (10 ; 1000), la commande, par le nœud (200 ; 900),
d’une permutation entre la transmission du contenu diffusé en continu dans le mode de transmission en monodiffusion
et la transmission du contenu diffusé en continu dans le mode de transmission en multidiffusion ou radiodiffusion.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2,
dans lequel ladite permutation entre la transmission du contenu diffusé en continu dans le mode de transmission
en monodiffusion et la transmission du contenu diffusé en continu dans le mode de transmission en multidiffusion
ou radiodiffusion dépend d’une comparaison de la densité déterminée des dispositifs clients (10 ; 1000) au seuil de
permutation.

4. Procédé de diffusion en continu de contenu, le procédé comprenant :

la réception, par un dispositif client (10 ; 1000), d’information de configuration indiquant une précision à appliquer
pour rapporter la consommation de contenu diffusé en continu ;
la réception, par le dispositif client (10 ; 1000), du contenu diffusé en continu et l’envoi, par le dispositif client
(10 ; 1000), d’un ou de plusieurs rapports de consommation du contenu diffusé en continu conformément à la
précision indiquée ;
la réception, par le dispositif client (10 ; 1000), d’informations de configuration supplémentaires indiquant une
précision adaptée à appliquer pour rapporter la consommation du contenu diffusé en continu, dans lequel la
précision adaptée dépend d’une densité de dispositifs clients (10 ; 1000) estimée d’après les un ou plusieurs
rapports de consommation envoyés par le dispositif client (10 ; 1000), dans lequel la précision adaptée est une
fonction décroissante d’un écart de la densité estimée par rapport à un seuil de permutation, et dans lequel le
seuil de permutation est défini pour une permutation entre un mode de transmission en monodiffusion et un
mode de transmission en multidiffusion ; et
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la poursuite de la réception, par le dispositif client (10 ; 1000), du contenu diffusé en continu et l’envoi, par le
dispositif client (10 ; 1000), d’un ou de plusieurs rapports de consommation du contenu diffusé en continu
conformément à la précision adaptée indiquée.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, comprenant :
dépendamment d’une identité du dispositif client (10 ; 1000), l’identification, par le dispositif client (10 ; 1000), des
informations de configuration supplémentaires comme étant destinées à être appliquées par le dispositif client (10 ;
1000).

6. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 4 et 5, dans lequel la précision est définie par au moins l’une
d’une fréquence à laquelle un dispositif client (10 ; 1000) envoie des rapports de consommation du contenu diffusé
en continu et d’une proportion des dispositifs clients (10 ; 1000) qui enverront des rapports de consommation du
contenu diffusé en continu.

7. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 4 à 6, dans lequel les rapports de consommation envoyés par
le dispositif client (10 ; 1000) indiquent en outre une configuration telle qu’appliquée par le dispositif client (10 ;
1000) pour rapporter la consommation du contenu diffusé en continu.

8. Nœud (200 ; 900) pour un réseau de communication comportant un nombre de zones de service, le nœud (200 ;
900) étant conçu pour :

déterminer une précision à appliquer pour rapporter la consommation de contenu diffusé en continu ;
envoyer des informations de configuration indiquant la précision vers une pluralité de dispositifs clients (10 ;
1000) ;
après réception de rapports de consommation du contenu diffusé en continu depuis au moins certains de la
pluralité de dispositifs clients (10 ; 1000), estimer une densité de dispositifs clients (10 ; 1000) recevant le
contenu diffusé en continu, dans lequel l’estimation de la densité dépend des rapports de consommation reçus
du contenu diffusé en continu ; adapter la précision à appliquer pour ledit rapport de consommation du contenu
diffusé en continu, dans lequel la précision dépend de la densité estimée de dispositifs clients (10 ; 1000), dans
lequel la précision adaptée est une fonction décroissante d’un écart de la densité estimée par rapport à un seuil
de permutation, et dans lequel le seuil de permutation est défini pour une permutation entre un mode de
transmission en monodiffusion et un mode de transmission en multidiffusion ; et
envoyer des informations de configuration supplémentaires indiquant la précision adaptée vers les dispositifs
clients (10 ; 1000).

9. Nœud (200 ; 900) selon la revendication 8,
dans lequel le nœud (200 ; 900) est conçu pour réaliser les étapes d’un procédé selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 2 et 3.

10. Dispositif client (10 ; 1000), le dispositif client (10 ; 1000) étant conçu pour :

recevoir des informations de configuration indiquant une précision à appliquer pour rapporter la consommation
d’un contenu diffusé en continu ;
recevoir le contenu diffusé en continu et envoyer un ou plusieurs rapports de consommation du contenu diffusé
en continu conformément à la précision indiquée ;
recevoir des informations de configuration supplémentaires indiquant une précision adaptée à appliquer pour
rapporter la consommation du contenu diffusé en continu, dans lequel la précision adaptée dépend d’une densité
de dispositifs clients (10 ; 1000) estimée d’après les un ou plusieurs rapports de consommation envoyés par
le dispositif client (10 ; 1000), dans lequel la précision adaptée est une fonction décroissante d’un écart de la
densité estimée par rapport à un seuil de permutation, et dans lequel le seuil de permutation est défini pour
une permutation entre un mode de transmission en monodiffusion et un mode de transmission en multidiffusion ;
et
continuer à recevoir le contenu diffusé en continu et à envoyer un ou plusieurs rapports de consommation du
contenu diffusé en continu conformément à la précision adaptée indiquée.

11. Programme d’ordinateur comprenant un code de programme à exécuter par au moins un processeur (950) d’un
nœud (200 ; 900), dans lequel l’exécution du code de programme amène le nœud (200 ; 900) à réaliser des étapes
d’un procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3.
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12. Programme d’ordinateur comprenant un code de programme à exécuter par au moins un processeur (1050) d’un
dispositif client (10 ; 1000), dans lequel l’exécution du code de programme amène le dispositif client (10 ; 1000) à
réaliser des étapes d’un procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 4 à 7.
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